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The latest version of QuickVerse claims to sell a version of MacOSX, but in fact it only sells the Windows version in the Windows Emulator app. The entire UI is windows-based, including buttons, controls, window closing/minimizing/maximum, and all. Sadly, they had a good app but completely destroyed
it by doing this to Mac users. FindEx.com Latest Search, which specializes in developing software for the Latest News Church, announced this spring that it will ship a Macintosh version of the QuickVerse Bible study application. QuickVerse allows users to prepare sermons, prepare lessons and daily
reading plans, or simply study the Bible. It has a robust search engine, photos and maps, word pronunciation, commentary integrated word processor, etc. QuickVerse will be available in two versions: one with 9 Bibles and 40 reference titles (US$49.95), and the other with 12 Bibles and 56 reference
titles for $99.95. Customers can sign up now and book one or the other. System requirements were not announced. This story was originally published by PCWorld in FindEx Releases Quickverse .com Mac. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the link in the article, we may get a small
commission. For more information, please visit our Affiliate Link Policy. I've been postponing this for a while. I like the Bible and I like Macs, but quick berths for Macs are a big disappointment for me. First, good. There is a lot of content here. a lot of it. You can synchronize views to another workbook and
search for Greek and Hebrew words. But it also has a lot of bad. The installer did not work from the beginning. As part of the post-flight, call the software to build an index. The command-line tool crashes and the resource is inaccessible. I found a workaround. The installer is actually a multipack package
installer and I installed the packages one at a time and upgraded to QuickVerse 1.2 before installing the packages included after the flight. The support has never solved this, but I was able to solve it myself. Indeed, a painful experience. Somewhere in the check list, the UI looks very similar to a Mac, but it
seems to emphasize that it uses the latest Mac features over ease of use. Rich in polished metal, slide drawers and customizable toolbars. But the main interface is not a view of the content, but an awkward polished metal console window. The search is a slide out drawer and a complete tab that shows
the context of the found results selected (sometimes) with a bunch of settings on it. I sometimes say because sometimes the results will be some screens away. You can search for words and references, but you need to click the radio button to switch modes. Apparently the writers could not find a way to
distinguish, for example, heaven from the Hebrews 3:1. Keyboard shortcuts areExist. Then it contains a lot of resources, but it doesn't include an amplified Bible. Of course, I knew at the time of purchase, but I didn't know how much I would miss. Messy navigation and search really combine with the lack
of amplified versions to turn me off for this product. I usually end up using the .com bible of .com and pedestrian crossings in the area. I think QuickVerse for Mac took months to make this happen, but convinced me that web applications can be useful after all. 1996-2014© Amazon.com or its affiliate



QuickVerse Mac Bible Study White Box Eun Software Di Commercial Nera Categoria (2) Subil Patda FindEx.L'ultima Version Di QuickVerse Mac Bible Study White Box Air Chuamen Tesco Nociuto. Inizialmente et Stato Agyunt Al Nostro Database su 24/08/2007.Quickverse Mac Bible Study White Box
Bien Essegito Sui Segenti Sistemi Operati: Windows. Quickverse Mac Bible Study White Box Nong et Stato Valuto Die Nostoli Uttenti Ancora. Skriviuna Resension through The QuickVerse Mac Bible Study White Box! Learn more about our review process. We may receive a fee for purchases made from
links of our choice. The Bible remains the best-selling book in all history. The Guinness Book of Records reports that more than 5 billion parts have been printed. But the Bible is also a complex collection of texts, as well as multiple cultures, languages, and authors, over thousands of years of history. For
those who have a desire to know God and understand His Word, deep Bible study can be one of the most fascinating and fulfilling efforts of their lifetime. But serious Bible study can be a time-and-tedious job, especially if you don't have the right resources at your disposal. Finding the right Bible software
for your individual needs can open up exciting new insights and experiences you never dreamed of. In this roundup, we removed some of the burden of research to present you with the best Bible software on the market today. Logo Bible Software is the best overall Bible study software available today
with your hands down. The company has been committed to equipping the church in the field of life-changing Bible studies since 1992. Logos offers a large number of options to start Bible software users to the most serious scholars and scholars. If you are looking for tools to greatly simplify the task of
Bible study and overcharg your efforts, logo Bible software is it. Logos Digital Library is powerful and efficient in searching for the resources you need and bringing them to your fingertips immediately. Logos integrates a host of complex features, but the software is relatively easy for most users to learn.As
well as loads of free training videos and articles, we offer moderately priced courses that help customers quickly flatten their learning curve. Software is a robust investment, so you'll want to make the most of your well- exhausted funds. Among all companies in this field, Logos offers the highest quality
and most easily accessible customer service and support. The most cost-effective way to buy logo Bible software is to invest in a base package. Logos currently has eight basic packages. Basic starter packages are regularly priced at around $295 (packages worth around $3,000 or more if all included
resources were purchased separately). Some of the larger bundles, like diamond packages, regularly cost about $3,450 and are specifically for senior pastors, leaders and those conducting academic research or advanced education. Cheaper packages (between about $600 and $2,200) are also
available to service these fields. The most extensive package is the Collector's Edition, which includes everything in logos' arsenal. It comes with a price tag of about $10,800. Note that each digital collection contains hundreds or thousands of resources. Summing up the retail price of each package's
resources, logo Bible software is by far the best value for money you spend. Logos offers monthly payment plans and academic discount programs for faculty, students enrolled in licensed seminaries, colleges, or universities. Olive Tree Bible Software Olive Tree Bible Software is a formidable research
tool based on trial and error Bible apps available on all major platforms including Windows, Mac, iPhone, iPad, Android and Kindle Fire. The software app itself is free and Olive Tree is an excellent choice for those who are serious about Bible study but need a budget-friendly solution. In addition to its
accessibility, the Olive Tree Bible software is an impressively designed interface that is user-friendly, easy to navigate and responsive. Olive Tree offers a generous library of free resources including several popular Bible translations, foreign language Bibles, dictionaries, devotionals, and a large selection
of learning tools. Users can build their own reference libraries little by little at a time, or all at once. From within the app, you can choose from thousands of reasonably priced resources and bundles available for purchase in the Olive Tree store. Custom libraries are available to all devices, no matter where
they are. Olive Tree Bible software allows you to track and follow daily Bible reading plans, take notes, highlight passages, use bookmarks and automatically sync all of your information to all your devices. E-Sword is a free Bible learning software application that has been around since 2000. The software
written by Rick Myers was initiallyOn Windows PCs, it's now available on iPads (e-Sword HD), iPhones (e-Sword LT), and Macs (e-Sword X). E-Sword is surprisingly fast, user-friendly and packed with more features than you'd expect from a free Bible learning program. e-Sword is free, but donations are
suggested and appreciated. The first electronic sword download comes with bibles, commentary, dictionaries, powerful search features, strong numbers and vocabulary, devotionals, and the ability to create your own sermons, Bible studies, and notes. BibleSupport .com is a support site built by e-Sword
users. There you can find thousands of research resources and e-Sword content to add to your first e-Sword research library. Once you set up your account, you're free to download commentary, devotionals, dictionaries, foreign language Bibles, charts, maps, history, language modules, Christian living
books, sermons and teaching assistance. BibleSupport .com includes a treasure trove of free learning tools. It also offers training videos, tutorials, support help, discussion forums and downloadable PDF guides to help users navigate through all the features and tools of the software. Additional licensing
resources from major Christian publishers such as Sonderban, Nelson, Tindale, Baker and NavPress can be purchased for use with e-Sword on eStudySource.com You'll find great discounts on top Bible and Bible research resources in e-Sword format, including hundreds of audio Bibles and inspirational
audiobooks. Thus Bible Software according to Bible Software has now become the king of Bible software for longtime Mac users, now that it features an equivalent Windows version (since 2013). Thus, Bible study will be almost easy, with an intuitive, logical, fully customizable layout that places tools
where you need them and a fast interface to search for resources. Follow the attire of your library with extensive commentary, dictionaries, dictionaries, photo guides, Greek and Hebrew dictionaries and guides, church history, devotion, maps, maps, timelines, charts, outlines, biblical notes, theology, and
beliefs. Newcomers can find training videos, podcasts and live webinars very useful. They are easy, lively and will explain the steps to master the features of this powerful software. Law offers software packages for all levels of learning, including individuals, students, rabbis/pastors, teachers/professors,
and academics. The free package (Lite) gives users a limited set of Bible learning tools. The basic starter set costs about $60. From there, the package increases from about $199 (learner) to about $400 (Discover), $1,000 (pro), $3,000 (expert) and $38,700 (master) english language set. Special Greek
and Hebrew packages are also available at similar pricesAs a combination set of that pack in the best van for your back. We also offer graphic collection add-ons. As one of the forerunners of mobile Bible software, Laridian has been producing Bible software for mobile devices since 1998. (The Pocket
Bible was originally designed for palm pilots and pocket PCs when they first came out.) Laridian was also one of the first to create Bible learning apps for iPhones and iPads when these devices were released. Today, Laridian offers Bible learning software for Windows, Mac, Android, iPhone, iPad, and
iPod. The application is free and comes with many free Bibles and reference books. But for those who need more learning tools, the collection of advanced libraries can be purchased at an affordable price: bronze (about $80), silver (about $180), gold (about $350) and platinum (about $530). These sets
include multiple study Bibles, commentaries, dictionaries, devotionals, history, and reading plans, and are worth three to four times the bundle price. PocketBible software is user-friendly, fast and efficient and easily customizable on all platforms. With the sync option, PocketBible allows you to harmonize
personalized notes, bookmarks, highlights, and reading progress across all your devices. PocketBible allows you to do detailed Bible study and preaching/educational preparation on the go, something that most mobile Bible software apps don't offer, on the go, without an Internet connection anywhere. If
you're looking for a Bible app that helps you read the Bible consistently, every day, and in a way that dramatically affects your understanding of God's Word as a whole, the Daily Audio Bible (DAB) is an excellent option. DAB's mission is to promote close, day-to-day friendships with the Word of God.
Every day, spoken Word is delivered in multiple languages through apps and web players. Listeners pass through the entire Bible in a year together. Founded by Brian Hardin in 2006, DAB also aims to build a community honoring a stable Christ of believers advancing the kingdom of God around the
world. Every day through the Bible, fresh, progressive reading is included, plus spoken commentary that will help you better understand what you're hearing most days. You can read along as you listen to apps and web players. DAB offers online prayer walls as well as direct call prayer phone lines to
help pray for other members of the community. The DAB app is free (available on Android and Apple iOS), but donations are important to keep the ministry running. Our main means of evaluating and selecting the best Bible software was through actual testing and extensive personal use. We also
interviewed a select group of users of each application who paced the software for individual Bible study, preaching, education, and academic research.The weight of this consideration was the quality of customer support, the availability of training resources, the intuitiveness of the interface, the speed of
search, and the best value for the widest range of resources and tools. All but one of the companies represented in this roundup have a long-standing reputation as innovators in the field of Bible study software and have provided excellent products for more than 20 years. Logos Bible Software has won
the best overall title for its powerful digital library and large number of resources, and e-Sword is our best free option for bibles, commentaries, dictionaries, and many of its free resources. Anyone interested in the Old and New Testaments and the religion of Abraham (Judaism, Christianity, Islam) can
benefit from using Bible software. Bible school students, pastors, pastors, missionaries, Bible learning teachers, university and seminary students, scholars, professors, historians, and academic researchers can use all appropriate Bible study software to increase the speed and efficiency of their research.
Instead of waving through a variety of tedious and time-consuming printing and online resources, Bible software can streamline the process with instant access to rich resources with just a few keystrokes. All seekers and believers interested in knowing more about God, deepening the path of faith,
deepening their relationship with Jesus Christ, and using Bible software to spiritually benefit. Quality Bible software ranges from free to cost to thousands of dollars, depending on your individual needs and goals. As we've seen in this line-up, even for those interested in serious Bible study, there are free
and reasonable options for about $300 or less in each category. The more tools and resources you need, the more you can expect to pay. The main religions for gaining insight and understanding using Bible software are Judaism, Christianity and Islam. But religious skeptics and seekers will also do well
to engage in extensive study of the Bible for themselves before thinking about the validity and importance of the Bible. Guinness World Records. Best Selling Book.
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